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Freedom munitions review 2020

Has anyone had any recent experience with Freedom Munitions? I ordered 500 rounds of new .223 ammo without reading the reviews first.. Mistakes on my part, I guess. I saw quite mixed reviews. I was nervous to put it through M&amp;amp; P Sport II is my new one. × Our prices are lower than the minimum price advertised by the
manufacturer. As a result, we are unable to show prices in catalogs or product pages. You are under no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. All you have to do is remove the item from your cart. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's advertised minimum price. As a result, we are unable to show prices in
catalogs or product pages. You are under no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. All you have to do is remove the item from your cart. Freedom Munitions and X-Treme Bullets have both been bought by Dan Kash after lengthy bankruptcy proceedings. TFB reported on an initial bankruptcy filing by Freedom
Munition's parent company, HMT, in June 2018. In the video below, Dan explains his history in the firearms and ammunition business, he also explains that some employees have stayed to continue and that they want to get your business back. The following is from Freedom's ammunition bulletin to announce their new holdings along
with their desire to be competitive: After a very long Bankruptcy process, HMT Group (Freedom Munitions, Xtreme Bullets) has been purchased by Kash CA Inc. This purchase will allow Freedom Munitions and Xtreme Bullets the ability to revive the company with new funding and processes that will allow us to create the same great
products while still being competitive in today's market. Feel free to check out our new lower price on ammunition on Freedom Munitions and soon it becomes a lower component price on Xtreme Bullets. If you have any questions or would like to know more give us a call at 208-746-3668 The Fear and Loading YouTube channel posted a
video from 2015 showing photos from a factory tour at the Freedom Munitions facility. Since these are mainly video photo essays, you don't get the complete process of assembling their cartridges, but there are a few glimpses of the facility itself if you are interested in watching it HERE. For those who have used Freedom Munitions and X-
Treme Bullets, will you continue to do business with them under their new owner, Dan Kash? For those who have not done business with them, would you consider trying it? Let us know in the comments section. BestCompany.com try to work directly with this company to verify the accuracy of the information on this page. Thank you for
your patience as we make sure we do it right. Are you a representative of this company? This claim Country Services 51 Times in Business 9 Years Last Updated: July 29th, 2020 Freedom Munitions is a distributor of ammunition as well as manufacturers. It offers new and remanufactured ammunition (reloads), all manufactured at the
company's factory in All rounds sold by Freedom Munitions are inspected prior to packaging and are made of components from high quality manufacturers such as CCI/Speer, Federal Cartridge, Lake City Arsenal, X-Treme Bullets, Nosier Bullets, Hornady, and St. Marks. In addition to high-quality, new, and remanucture ammunition, the
company sells reloading, rifles, pistols, gun parts, and accessories at fairly reasonable prices. Freedom Munitions also provides free targets, ammunition rewards for loyal customers, and an online and video security center for customers to enhance their shooting experience. Search Filter Brings Popular Brand Ammo Inventory Brass
Cases Accessories Freedom Munitions' inventory clearly laid out on its well-organized and updated website. Buyers can search for ammunition using a number of search filters: Manufacturer Category Manufacturer Brand Price Manufacturer Caliber Type Ammunition (New or Remanufactured) Bullet Profile Bullet Weights (Grain
Measurement) Activity (General Purpose, Self-Defense, Competition, or Hunting) Stock (In Stock or Out of Stock) Carries Popular Brands The company carries products from a number of popular brand names such as American Steel, Big Grains, Boar Buster, Depredation, Hush, Leadville, Promatch, Tagged Out, and X-Def. Freedom
Munitions understands that it is important to carry top ammunition brands as they tend to be known for the reliability and quality of their products. Ammunition Inventory Freedom Munitions sells ammunition for a number of types of weapons and calibers: 9mm 380 Auto 45 ACP 40 S&amp;amp;40 Pistol W 10mm 38 Special 357 Magnum +
10 additional type Rifle 223 Remington 5.56 NATO 300 AAC Blackout 308 Winchester 762x39 30-06 Springfield 6.5 Creedmoor +23 additional types of Shotgun 410 BORE 28 GA 20 GA 16 GA 12 GA Rimfire 22 Long Rifle 22 Magnum 17 HMR 22 Short Ammunition Supplies including Hush, Nosier, and Eley's subsonic load. Brass Cases
Company offers an unprimed and prime X-Treme Brass case for refills made at the Idaho facility to SAAMI specifications. Remanufactured X-Treme cases are re-sized like new factories, primary bags are resed, and they are inspected and washed. Accessories In addition to ammunition, refills, Firearms, and gun parts, Freedom Munitions
sells several accessories to gun owners including: Ammunition Storage Clothing (boxes and cans) Weapons storage (safes and cases) Range (exploding and paper targets) Hearing protection (electronic muff) Flashlight Knife Cleaning weapons (brushes, patches, mops, oils, lubricants, and cleaning kits) Limited Firearm Inventory Product
Recalls Freedom Munitions offers four types of firearms: STI Hush pistols, lower receivers, Bushmaster rifles, and Gi Seekins rifles. More specific information is available for each of these products on the company's website, including barrel length, buttstock, triggers, and hand protection length. It is important to note, however, that there
are many Another ammunition that offers a larger inventory of online weapons that customers order. Product Products Freedom Munitions had to make a recall for some products given the damage with the rechargeable charge. This is a drawback for customers because they may need to worry about the safety of the products they order
from Freedom Munitions. This is one of the downfalls of being a remanuturing company rather than just a distribution company. Was this content helpful? thumb_up Yes thumb_down No I have purchased about 10,000 rounds of 9mm in various weights and configurations of bullets and all reproduced and I am still very impressed with the
performance of this ammunition. I have fired about 7500 rounds through my XD9 and have no feed problems and only one miss shot. For the price of ammunition you can not be defeated. I can't tell the difference between your reman and a new store buying 9mm. Your reman is cleaner on fire than most new ammo I've ever used. I've told
everyone who's going to listen about your ammo. My son has also bought from Freedom and loves your ammo. We recharge now and buy all our bullets from Extreme Bullets. Our refills are not as reliable as your refills so I am still using your ammo for competition photo shoots. You keep making big ammo at great prices, delivering it to
my door and I'll be a customer for life. Thank. Mike M. Just a note to thank you for your amazing ammo, service, and staff. I have been shooting 1000 rounds of your ammo for the last 3 years and have been 100% perfect at all calibers (9mm- 40cal-380-and 45 acp) feel free to post a happy new year!! Butch All I can say is Oh my! I
ordered just before lunch, and had received a message that my order had been shipped. This is really the fastest shipping turnaround I've ever seen, especially in the crazy ammo/weapons market we're having. Thank you, thank you, thank you. I will definitely shop with you again, and have considered the brass program. Nice work.
Thank! Anthony F. I received my shipment 500 40.S&amp;amp; W last week and finally get to try it at the range. My son and I fired 250 rounds without a hitch. Excellent ammo. Shot clean and very accurate. Will be ordering a new load soon and will also get my 9mm here. Thanks for the amazing product. Brian G. I want to take a minute
and thank your team. Wife ordered a bullet thinking she ordered me ammo. Mistakes get caught, and I have to deal with Misty. Great employee!! We talked about this, he said he'd take care of it. Then he called later to tell me things were moving and the problem would be solved. I work with the community and law enforcement officers
every day. I understand customer service. Tim is a perfect example of how it should work. Misty was professional, helpful, and even funny with me on the phone. Cant say pretty good things about him. If he worked in our Property Room, things would be better. Again, I want to thank your team. A mistake by my wife won't ruin the holiday.
Duke K. Someone told me I Freedom Munitions a few weeks ago so I think Id check out the website. I was surprised to find their ammunition prices were lower than local ammunition sellers, even after shipping costs. They are also very quick in processing orders and getting shipments out the door. Furthermore, they offer decent
discounts to veterans, military and law enforcement personnel if you qualify. So far, Ive bought 1500 rounds of remanufactured 9mm from them and intends to buy more in the future. Their remanucture rounds appeared new, such as the Winchester White Box sold by Wal-Mart and others; Further, Ive not had any misfires, duds or low-
performance rounds. They definitely gained my confidence and can count on me as a new customer and back! Rodney V., Albuquerque, NM A+ Ammo training is great, no problem and good price. I'll order more from here. G. Wesley, Racine, WI Ammo is great. Just received 250 packs for evaluation. Really liked it I ordered 1000 rounds
when I came back from the range. Will write a review about this ammunition in . Warwick, RI CANT BEAT THE PRICE! Ordered 500 rounds to try it. They look great and shoot great. Cant beat the price for ammo that is sent to step your door. Will place orders for about 9mm and 45. Mark, Redlands, CA .45 Long Colt in Governor I bought
100 rounds of 255 grains to test at Governor's S&amp;amp;D The new W. Of the 44 rounds of shots, each round is done perfectly with a little powder left behind making cleaning easy. Will definitely buy again. Below is a link to the accuracy of 6 shots at 25 ft. . Spokane, WA Amazing! XDm I ate this without a single hiccup in 500 Ive shots
so far. The ammo worked perfectly, the shoots were clean and I didn't think I could ask for much more. Some bullets do have stains or small marks on them, but the gun certainly doesn't care. Delivery to WA takes just one day, super fast. Thank! Redmond, WA Amazing! I got a Rugar SR9, shoot 9mm. I tried several other brands of
ammunition (trying to save money in any way I could) and they didn't shoot this smoothly. This is also the cheapest Ive found. Highly recommended and would book it every chance I get extra money so I can stock up! K. King, Walla Walla, WA Long-range ammunition. Not what I call a hot load, but by no means underwhelming. The
powder burns as clean if not more than the cheap factory load I have tried. I've been fired aprox. 200 rounds through my new Glock 20 gen 3 without any problems. I've bought more, and for a price that can not D. Leary, Annapolis, MD Buy this ammo if you want satisfaction from your coverage/training sessions. A cheap, reliable, and fast
ship. I use it to run strings during my range time and it becomes bang every time. With this price and based on previous experience with cheap ammunition, I expect FTF and FTEs left and right and Freedom Munitions to prove my expectations wrong. I. I. very happy and bought this when it was available. Don't set yourself up for failure,
buy from Rudy and his gang. E. Teasley, GA I originally ordered a variety of 9mm loads to give it a try. They were fired all the time and since I couldn't find anywhere else to beat the price of ammunition being sent to step your door, I ordered for 1000 rounds of 9mm 115gr (Thats my caliber of choice) I shot them all without a single
problem. EACH round is done perfectly and they fire a much easier cleanup. I have ordered over 5000 rnds since then. I have tried all kinds: Reloads / NEW / Blaster. I have a wife load of 6 mags with a mixture of 9mm type 115gr cartridges. I can't tell which type I'm shot at! I will definitely buy again and again. ALL-IN-ALL This is an
excellent ammo that cycles perfectly, shoots clean and everything at a low price of about 16 seconds per lap (1000/Blaster). Why bother refilling with that price. What else could the shooter ask for? P. Baratta, Danville CA 2000 round 0 failure since March 13F officially put 2000 rounds through my Glock 23 without a single failure. 9 shot 1
group, one flyer. I run 3 other target ammunition magazines starting with F, 170gr and grouping is rubbish along with 2 light primary attacks (light spring pin firing). I went back to freedoms and blew through the last 4 boxes I had with me. I put the standard spring back just in case but I can honestly say there is no ammunition that can
compete. Accurate, reliable, fairly clean AND affordable. Trust the hype. If I can Id the dock .10 points off to raise the price and no bulk order discount. (You save 17 cents from buying one case as recommended for 4x250 boxes) M. Greco, San Diego, CA Great quality and price has fired about 500rounds of ammunition from freedom,
most of it blasteran, it's clean and as accurate as the others I've fired! Will buy again when my stock becomes low. San Jose, CA Loyalty earned. I just want to say that Freedom Munitions munitions have been very successful at shooting clean &amp; very consistent in many different grains and calibers including blaster training rds. Thank
you Freedom Munitions for providing affordable ammo and quick turnaround time on every order placed... rated right up there if not better than most brand names. Claudia &amp;amp; David, Seaside, CA 1911 Paradise :) Make feeding your .45 easier in your wallet. I don't see the advantage of paying premiums for National Brands when
this just works ordinary! Bristol, PA I was able to shoot my revolver again!! Shoots clean, shoots straight, puts holes in the paper ... What else can you Save 33% to Wal-Mart. Bristol, PA Blaster is the best. Only used 250 rounds and no problem. Looking forward to the next 1000. Seth, West Jordan, UT UT
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